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In the s, the Lithuanian lands were united by Mindaugas, the King of Lithuania, and the first unified Lithuanian state, the
Kingdom of Lithuania, was created on 6 July During the 14th century, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania was the largest
country in Europe; present-day Lithuania, Belarus, Ukraine, and parts of Poland and Russia were.

We do not know what happened to these two girls. The adnotation at the bottom authenticates the translation
which however was faulty and was updated by SR editors. Copies of the translation and of the original letter in
Polish can be found in the Hoover Archives, Poland. We thank the Hoover Archives for permission to publish
this document. Before the Soviet-German war we lived in Biaystok with our parents where we were born and
lived until we went for vacation to Druskienniki where we vacationed from June 3rd to 22nd. There the war
met us, we had to get out of Druskienniki and looked for ways of getting back to Biaystok. But all of the roads
were full of people and the bridge in Grodno was burning, so that we could not reach the city and were
captured and driven out across the border to the Soviet Union. We have been here a year and go to school. We
do not know where to go and turn to you, sir, as to a father and protector of Polish children, so that you would
take us under your care and so we can have some kind of future. If you do not turn your attention toward us,
sir, there is no one else to take care of us, so that the road we have left is to take our own lives. We beg you
once more to take care of us Polish children patriots. Maybe we can provide some service for the army or in
civilian life and have at least a small hope of returning to our families. Our parents were and we hope are still
Polish patriots who want to help Poland and want her to be free again. We once were in such an environment
and now we are longing for it and we remember it, and we want to live anywhere but here. This is already our
second letter and we urgently beg for a quick reply, one way or another, so that we can have some future.
Please, please, once more, do not reject our petition and take us under your care. We turn to you as to a father
and ask for help. Even though we are still adolescents, we will try to help as adults. We wait impatiently for
your quick reply. We wait for your good, welcome words which can replace those of our mother and father.
Please send your reply to this address: I certify the accuracy of this transcript with the original letter.
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The history of Lithuania between and concerns the establishment and early history of the first Lithuanian state, the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

Car rental[ edit ] There are several well known foreign car rental companies as well as several domestic
companies in Vilnius. City-Bee operates a car sharing network where you can rent a car by the hour. There is
no contract nor monthly fee, you pay only for the service when you use the car, no parking expenses when you
are not using it. There are 13 pick-up points throughout the city, mostly in the centre and some relevant points
in northern districts. The only "real" bicycle path leads along the river Neris North to Verkiai Nature park and
the "Green lakes". If you go north to the "Green lakes" and have a decent map you can ride up to "Europos
parkas" outdoor exhibition of contemporary art, then proceed on to Geographical center of Europe. Bicycle
trails[ edit ] Five reasonable bicycle routes within city limits and Green Lakes area are presented in bilingual
leaflet Bicycle Routes in the City of Vilnius. Development of bicycle path connections and improvement of
the existing network is scheduled to complete until New paths to the most remote districts and recreation
areas as well as densification of the network in the centre is scheduled to complete in c. So far development is
fragmentary and carried out in relevant spots "step by step". Bicycle rental[ edit ] Cyclocity Vilnius, [4]. Every
station has at least 9 bike stands. Daily, beginning at Information on cycling in English, some other languages
by request. Used bikes sales and rentals and including helmets, locks and lights. Free delivery of a bicycle to
all hotels in Vilnius city, free helmets and locks. Town Hall Square in a rainy evening. Old town Senamiestis [
edit ] It is a city area which began to develop extensively around the Middle Ages and it eventually became
surrounded by a defensive wall after some time. The wall was distinguished by its strong surroundings and its
shape for a long period of time, but this area is now called Old Town and has a separate status in the Vilnius
administrative division. While the urban structure reflects the earliest development from c. One should keep in
mind that medieval Vilnius was once a wooden city. The huge fires ravaged Vilnius several times since to
Therefore, many buildings of the 19th and 20th centuries still considered new have Gothic and Renaissance
cellars, many of which now are occupied with restaurants, bars or shops. One particular nice area is a block of
artisan guilds that is notorious because of its evil fate: The heart of Vilnius. Reserve established in to preserve
historical, spiritual and cultural centre of the state. Covers an area of The latter now features several hills and
multiple gullies that prior to erosion was a steep solid and fortified bank of Vilnia river, the first original
location of Vilnius. Erected on a top of a large hill-fort in the 9thâ€”14th centuries by Dukes of Lithuania.
Approximately in the very end of 13th century the Seat due to strategic reasons was transferred from Trakai to
Vilnius and the castle was substantially reconstructed. The first castles were wooden, and only in the
beginning of 15th century everything was rebuilt in brick and stone. The preserved ruins of Gothic Ducal
Palace and surrounding fortifications remain to date. The top of the largest and the only survived tower of the
defensive wall offer the best view of Vilnius. The red-brick tower, a part of the Upper Castle fortifications.
Houses an exposition of archaeological findings and other exhibits. National flag was first raised on its top in
when the country regained independence from Russia. Since then the tower is an important state and historic
symbol of Vilnius and of Lithuania itself. Reconstructed early Baroque style Royal Residence has 2 exhibition
tour routes related to the historical functions of this palace: Visiting allowed not during the Mass, daily An
original wooden cathedral was built here in on a site of the pagan temple. Later, in , a Gothic style cathedral
was built. He combined various forms of previous centuries chapels into a coherent whole, so that the most
beautiful Baroque chapel of Saint Casimir originally built in â€” remained untouched. There were 27 crypts of
different depth and size under the Cathedral floor. Often overflowed during the spring floods, many times
devastated by soldiers looking for treasures during the wars and upheavals, the crypts were put in order,
permanent exposition was arranged. Visiting crypts is permitted only accompanied by a guide. The tower base
is round, while the Baroque belfry features octagonal plan. Approximately between the Bell Tower and
Cathedral, in the square, look for a particular tile with a word "Stebuklas" Lithuanian for "miracle" written on
it. Stand on it, make a wish and turn around three times. Your wish should come true. This tile also marks the
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southern end of the Vilnius-Tallinn in the protest of the Soviet Union. The castle name, usually translated as
"Crooked" or "Curved", refers to its irregular plan. This and few other nearby hills mark the site of the original
irregular "Y" shape citadel with perimeter defense fortification. River Vilnia below in the west was an
additional natural obstacle. Dwellers lived further east. Deep ravines between the hills reflect the position of
the former unpaved streets which was the cause of ensuing massive erosion. The Crooked Castle was besieged
in Sept , broken in using Welsh Cat technique and burned down by Prussian-Livonian army, with the help of
French and English mercenaries. It was a conflict between two Lithuanian monarchs: Closed for visitors since
; currently under reconstruction. Small artworks, dedications mounted on the walls. Dedications to the
literature workers: Artworks crafted in various outdoor-proof techniques: The Changing of the Guard takes
place daily at However, if you want to see traditional pageantry, then go to the palace on Sundays at noon and
watch the soldiers take part in a flag-raising ceremony, wearing ceremonial uniforms and medieval armoury.
Tours of the palace are by appointment only. Central building of the Old Town. The first Gothic style Town
Hall was built in in the very same place as it is today. It was reconstructed several times until the city clock
tower collapsed and damaged the significant part of the main building. Since it operates as a public institution,
organizes representative and protocol events, various ceremonies, celebrations of public holidays, overall
about cultural and educational events are held every year. Part of Old Town, a largely unrestored area
primarily occupied by artists, dreamers, squatters, and drunks. In , the residents unofficially declared the area
to be an independent republic, with its own president, anthem, flag, and constitution. Great to visit on April
Fools day, when mock border guards stamp passports and the entire area erupts into a party. Bernard to the
right. One of the most beautiful churches in Vilnius and in Lithuania. Very small in size, but a very beautiful
example of gothic architecture. There is a legend that when during his conquests Napoleon came to Vilnius
and saw this church he said he would like to take it on his palm and bring to France. Construction completed
in Another shockingly beautiful church, which is considered a Lithuanian Baroque masterpiece. The church is
a basilica built on a traditional cross plan with a lantern dome allowing extra light into its white interior. Not
so special from the outside, but extremely beautiful inside, with all the interior overcrowded with baroque
sculptural works. Operates since , after the reconstruction , architect Johann Christoph Glaubitz the church
became the only baroque Orthodox sanctuary in Lithuania; the male and female monasteries next to the church
are the only working Orthodox monasteries in Lithuania. An attractive baroque church in the western side of
the Old Town. It is no longer consecrated, but used as a concert hall. The acoustics are excellent. Registration
required for weekday visits: The visitors are invited to get more knowledge of the Lithuanian state, to
participate in its creation, and to get engaged in addressing its urgent challenges. There are always many
extremely interesting modern art exhibitions. Established in at Saint Michael the Archangel Church. Museum
presents and exhibits the oldest sacral valuables. Discounts apply to full-time students of Lithuanian education
institutions, members of International Student Organization ISIC , residents of children care homes, the
handicapped, clergyman. Everything about customs and smuggling since the times of Grand Duchy till now.
Established in celebrating th anniversary of Vilnius Central Power Plant in the premises of the original
building. The Chodkiewicz Palace was built in the 16th century for the wealthy Chodkiewicz family, although
the current building was completed in about Today it houses the Lithuanian Picture Gallery, with pictures by
artists from all over Lithuania, dating from the sixteenth to the early twentieth centuries Adult:
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February 16th, Day of Re-establishment of the State of Lithuania (Independence Day) events in Palanga and Sventoji.

Private land ownership was established allodiums , Lithuanian: As attested by many chronicles, it was the
principal form of organization governing land ownership in the 13th century. Social classes and divisions of
labor also began taking shape. Another force behind unification was the desire to take advantage of Ruthenian
lands, which were suffering from the Mongol invasion. Temporary alliances among Lithuanian dukes often
sufficed for military ventures into, and plundering of, these lands including Pskov , plundered in Altogether,
between and , Lithuanians launched at least 22 incursions into Livonia , 14 into Rus , and 4 into Poland. The
ongoing administration of conquered territories, however, required a strong and unified central power. The
Order, established in , posed a great danger to the Balts, which encouraged unification. Some evidence
suggests that Lithuanians began combining their forces at the dawn of the 13th century. That would imply that
they inherited their titles. The treaty is important for several reasons. It shows that the Lithuanian Dukes were
co-operating; the signatories include Dukes who ruled lands such as Samogitia , which probably had no
contact with Galiciaâ€”Volhynia. Their participation implies a perception of common interest, an indication of
a nascent state. However, the designation of five Dukes as "elder" shows that the process of unification was
still in transition. The inclusion of 21 Dukes indicates that the various lands in Lithuania were powerful and
semi-independent. Mindaugas is referred to as the ruler of all Lithuania in the Livonian Rhymed Chronicle in
Russian chronicles mention that he murdered or expelled various other dukes, including his relatives. It seems
that Vykintas did not receive support from Mindaugas. The Livonian Order was on the brink of collapse and
was forced to become a branch of the Teutonic Knights. The combined Orders focused on the conquest of
Samogitia , since only this land prevented them from consolidating their territories. The union of these
aggressive powers could not have passed without notice in Lithuanian lands, and might have furthered the
unification process. Only Poles, invited by Daniel, declined to take part in the coalition against the
Lithuanians. Tautvilas traveled to Riga, where he was baptized by the Archbishop. He succeeded in bribing
Andreas von Stierland, [8] the master of the Order, who was still angry at Vykintas for the defeat in In ,
Tautvilas and his remaining allies attacked Mindaugas in Voruta , sometimes considered to be the first capital
of Lithuania. Vykintas died in or about , and Tautvilas was forced to rejoin Daniel of Galicia. Daniel
reconciled with Mindaugas in ; the Black Ruthenian lands were transferred to Roman, the son of Daniel. The
other bull specified that the new bishop was to be directly subordinate to the pope. The Bishop of Gniezno
appointed Vito Lithuanian: Vitas , a monk of the Dominican Order , to this position, but he was not recognized
by Mindaugas or accepted by the populace. Kristijonas from the Livonian Order was appointed. Mindaugas
endowed him with some lands in Samogitia, but not much is known about his activities. Historical sources do
not mention any sponsorship of missionaries, education of priests, or construction of churches during that
time, and Bishop Christian went back to Germany in , where he died in The deeds might have been falsified
by the Order; [11] the case for this scenario is bolstered by the fact that some of the documents mention lands
that were not actually under the control of Mindaugas. Mindaugas used this opportunity to concentrate on
expansion to the east. Diplomatic relations with western Europe and the Holy See were also reinforced. Silver
Lithuanian long currency Lithuanian: Lietuvos ilgieji circulated, providing an indice of statehood. Painting
from the 17th century The Livonian Order used this period to consolidate their control over Samogitian lands.
They built three castles along the border: The first loss encouraged a rebellion by the Semigalians , and the
later loss spurred the Prussians into an uprising against the Order. Encouraged by Treniota , his nephew,
Mindaugas broke peace with the Order. Some chronicles hint that he also returned to his former pagan beliefs ,
but this is disputable. He waged successful battles, but did not manage to capture the fortified castles or spark
a coalition of Baltic forces against the Order. His personal influence grew because Mindaugas was
concentrating on the conquest of Russian lands, dispatching a large army to Bryansk. Treniota and Mindaugas
began to pursue different priorities. However, his power was fragile; he was challenged by Tautvilas, who had
not forgotten his own claims to power. Tautvilas was also assassinated by Treniota. Daumantas was forced to
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flee to Pskov , was baptized Timofei, ruled successfully from to and even became a saint. Little is known
about Shvarn and his rule, but historians believe he was unable to take control of all Lithuania, and ruled only
over its southern portions. Reign of Traidenis[ edit ] The circumstances surrounding the advance to power in
of the next ruler, Traidenis , are not clear. From the outset his relationships with Galiciaâ€”Volhynia were
tense and eventually resulted in the â€” war. Traidenis was successful in battle, and his control over Black
Ruthenia was strengthened. In he won the Battle of Karuse , fought on ice near Saaremaa. Columns of
Gediminids , the symbol of a dynasty that started with Butigeidis ca. After his death the Orders finalized their
conquests: The "buffer zone" composed of other Baltic tribes had disappeared, and Lithuania was left to battle
the Orders on its own. This is in part because the two main sources for Lithuanian history in the 13th century,
the Hypatian Codex and the Livonian Rhymed Chronicle , end in the early s. In , one chronicle mentions
Daumantas as Grand Duke. He attacked the Bishop of Tver and was severely wounded or even killed in the
battle. The Gediminid dynasty began its ascent in Lithuania during this time with the emergence of its first
leader, Butigeidis. In the Teutonic Knights built a castle in present-day Sovetsk Tilsit and their raids
intensified. Butigeidis was the first to build strong castles along the Neman River. Butvydas was the father of
Vytenis and probably of Gediminas. During his short reign Butvydas tried to defend the duchy against the
Teutonic Knights; he also attacked Masovia , an ally of the knights. Map of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania
during the 13â€”15th centuries The state united and ruled by Mindaugas constituted the first Lithuanian state.
The state effectively protected Lithuanians and Samogitians from assimilation induced by the Teutonic
Knights and the Livonian Order, the destiny of Prussians , Skalvians , Curonians , Selonians and other Baltic
tribes.
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Butvydas or Pukuveras (Belarusian: Ð‘ÑƒÐ´Ð·Ñ–Ð²Ñ–Ð´ (Budzivid); also known as Ð‘Ð¾ÑƒÐ´Ð¸Ð²Ð¸Ð´ÑŠ, Liutauras,
ÐŸÑƒÐºÑƒÐ²ÐµÑ€ (Pukuvier) Pukuwer or Pucuwerus) (died ) was the Grand Duke of Lithuania from to

I am open to requests to research and transmit information on particular Costumes for dance groups, choirs,
etc. I do embroidery and sew costumes myself and I would like to spread interest into this particular Art Form
Friday, July 22, Costume of the Vilnius Region, Lithuania Hello all, Today i am going to talk about the
costume and woven ornament of the Vilnius region. Not all sources even recognise such a region, which had
me wondering where it came from. After a bit of research, i found out that this is a historical region, being an
administrative province which predated the establishment of the independant state of Lithuania in the 20th
cent. Here is a good article on the history of this region. As i said before, some of my sources do not recognise
this as a region, and Jurkoviene and Kulikauskiene in particular do not illustrate any costumes that resemble
these at all. Here are a few examples of the Vilnius costume as presented by V Palaimas. This costume is a
favorite of those who took traditional Lithuanian hand weaving for clothes and other textiles and developed it
as a national art form in the 20th cent. You can clearly see the exceptional care, planning and artistry that went
into the weaving of every single piece of this outfit. For the same reason, this costume is very popular among
amateur dance groups and Lithuanian musem exhibits, especially in the Lithuanian Diaspora. Here are some
examples. The basic article of dress is the chemise, which has the usual cut for Lithuania, with narrow
shoulder bars on top of a single piece, front and back. The bottom half was typically made of coarser material.
The festive sleeve is fuller than the daily, and is gathered on top at the seam with the body. The festive
chemise has woven ornament on the shoulder pieces, collar, cuff, front opening, and lower sleeve. Sometimes
the ormament is made by hemstitching. On festive chemises, the collar and cuffs sometimes have triangular
points or ruched woven ribbon sewn on for added interest. Here is a graph of the design on the sleeve in the
photo immediately above. This author constantly refers to weaving techniques] "Twill or satin striped skirts
woven from wool on linen were unlike the skirts of any other area. The linen warp was striped and threaded on
four shafts in a straight draw. The background of the skirt was of a plain weave, while the stripes were woven
in twill or satin with homespun wool. The stripes on the visible side of the cloth appeared raised and distinct;
as a result, the skirt did not seem checked, but horizontally striped. The aprons were commonly woven from
linen, or at least with a light colored background. Red and blue seem to be the commonest colors used overall.
Peruse the various images to get an idea of the diversity of designs used. Note also the textures inserted
between the ornamental bands. The sashes are typical for Lithuania, wide, patterned in pick up and other
techniques, usually with supplemental weft fringes inserted near the ends. The bodice was made of handwoven
cloth to complement the colors of the skirt and apron. Sometimes the bodice has a plain straight front closure.
Usually it has pentagonally shaped lappets around the waist, but sometimes has a frill with pleats spaced about
the same distance as the width of the lappets. See the various images. The most common headgear in this
region for girls is the karuna, made of a hoop of birchbark, and later, cardboard, with pattened ribbon sewn on
the inside and outside, one or more rows of trianges sewn on to the top, of the same material or different, and
often edged with tatting or crochet. Pattened woven ribbons were attached to the back. The following three
photos show a karuna in various stages of preperation by Vida Rimas. It is always heavily ornamented on the
ends, and commonly has a frontpiece resembling the karuna sewn on, or a wreath resembling the karuna worn
over it. Originally this would have been a seperate piece worn underneath. The nuometa with a frontpiece
sewn on, front and back. The nuometas attached to a karuna. The difference is that the hair is covered. The
nuometas worn with a seperate wreath over it A schematic showing how the wreath was made, again very
similar to the karuna. Ornament on the ends of one nuometas. The linen wrap, panuometis was also worn in
this region, and also highly ornamented The costume was completed with necklaces of amber or coral or glass.
Footwear consisted of knitted socks, with shoes, moccasins, clogs, or shoes woven of birch or linden bark.
Moccasins in this region were also highly ornamented. Thank you all for reading. I hope you have found this
interesting and maybe have an inspiration on how to use some of these designs or concepts. Feel free to
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contact me with requests for research. I also gratefully accept tips on source materials which i may not have.
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Komunikacija XVIII amÅ¾iaus Lietuvos DidÅ¾iosios KunigaikÅ¡tystÄ—s miestuose (problemos kÄ—limas)/
Communication in the Towns of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the 18 th Century (a Problem-oriented.

Deportations from Lithuania 1. These two accounts by Poles arrested by the NKVD during the deportations
were recorded by representatives of the London-based Polish government-in-exile. After his release from the
Soviet jail, Seidenmann served as a legal advisor to the Polish Embassy in Kuibyshev. The deportations began
during the night of June and lasted until 20 June According to estimates, during that time some 40, people
were deported, including 10, each from Wilno and Kowno [Kaunas]. People of all social strata and nationality
were deported, and it is hard to speculate about the general principle underlying these deportations. The war
started on 22 June, and from that day on it was impossible to confirm either the extent of deportations or the
names of those deported. Later, it became clear that these lists were composed haphazardly and were based on
apparently unconfirmed denunciations. From Wilno, the following people were deported: Those refugees
[from Nazi-occupied Poland] who took Lithuanian citizenship and had jobs found themselves deported more
often than not, but so did those who did not take the citizenship and did not plan to go further abroad. It is
interesting to note that, contrary to rumors, those refugees who registered themselves as intending to leave for
the West generally were NOT deported. A few of those were deported, e. The deportation process went on as
follows. An NKVD truck would approach the house where the target family lived. Two of the three NKVD
men who came in the truck entered the house and told the victims to pack up. Some people got twenty minutes
to pack, others, an entire day. The manner was rude, the soldiers did not give any consideration to age or
illness. There were cases when persons to be deported were carried into the truck on a stretcher. Then the load
of deportees was taken to cattle wagons which were already waiting for them on a side track of the railway
station. Some trains went from Wilno to Nowa Wilejka, where relatives of victims could search for them,
delivering money and food. Others departed straight for the USSR. There were several cases when a person
was released owing to some special circumstances. Most of those released were ill and very old. Unconfirmed
rumors said that these trains were then unloaded somewhere along the Moodeczno-Minsk-Orsza route, and
wagons were requisitioned for the army. Other rumors had it that the majority of trains went to Kazakhstan.
Kujbyszew, 24 October Galas As a Polish military man, I was arrested by the Soviets when they invaded
Poland, and imprisoned in the Wilejka county jail together with some 1, others. When the Soviet-German war
broke out, all prisoners were led out and ordered to march in the direction of Pleszczenice, Logojsk and
Borysow. We were surrounded by NKVD guards. During the march, some dozen people were told to return
back to Wilejka, probably to be shot. The march lasted four and a half days virtually without rest, and totally
without food or water. The situation was aggravated by the fact that the German army moved on fast, and one
could hear the noise of German planes. The guards used both words and bayonets to make the prisoners walk
faster. The second German raid brought similar results. This made the NKVD men mad, especially when they
saw the older and weaker people fall down. We all dropped the bundles we had. Those who could not get up
by themselves were shot. When we got to the Beresina River, instead of shooting the guards used bayonets to
kill those who had fallen. We were hungry but thirst was the worst. Some people bit their lips to get a drop of
blood; they also drank their urine. In Borysow, each of us got four pieces of hard tack and a bit of water, and
we were put on trains heading for Riazan by way of Moscow. The journey lasted eight days. During that time,
the prisoners received a couple of pieces of hard tack twice, and also four pieces of sugar and some water. The
following people died of exhaustion during that journey: Klaudiusz Mirowicz from Wilejka his corpse lay in
the wagon for three days, until in Riazan the NKVD ordered us to take it out and leave it on the platform; Dr.
Andrzej Wiercinski; and several others whose names I do not remember. Jozef Jaroszewicz, deputy postmaster
in Wilejka, committed suicide as he could no longer bear thirst and pain. In my presence two persons were
shot by the NKVD: I should like to add that the cruelest of all were the local Riazan police.
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They are distinguished by thick walls faced with brick. Widely spaced small Windows emphasized the wide
sides of the walls. These planes due to the decorative red brick, drawing the brickwork, grey seams of lime,
and sometimes the ornament of black clinker. The walls become higher, and therefore less tangible for their
heaviness. The buttresses more emphatic in drawing, not so much perform a constructive function, how much
the role of a decorative element. The openings of Windows and doors increase and get a new design of shaped
bricks. Cross, star or mesh arches span the interior space of the premises. The Gothic churches had one or
three naves. Single-nave churches, small and casaseca without the tower, had a massive form and internal
space width than height. He had rough forms. The small Windows and the entrance was crowned with a
semicircular arch. The top of the Church was decorated with the scalloped Gables. In the XVI century the
Church was converted into a three-nave. The oldest surviving Church in Lithuania. Built before the adoption
in Lithuania of Catholicism, possibly to foreigners. Small, crazy, with massive walls, almost square in plan,
three-nave, hall-type, with short triangular apse and with diagonal buttresses at angles. Different characteristic
features of the Gothic style with some elements of Romanesque semi-circular arches. The main facade is
symmetrical. The portal is modestly decorated with two rows of profiled bricks. The plane of the pediment is
decorated with three groups of different heights niches that its rhythm and play of light and shade enliven the
elevation plane. In the walls of the apse are narrow niches. The appearance of the Church is harsh, but its
interior seems spacious and solemn. Two pairs of graceful octagonal pillars with faces made of moulded
bricks, supports reticular ribbed vaults inside. The choir from the nave is separated by a keeled arch. Simple
and clear compositional structure of the Church influenced the design of later Gothic churches in Lithuania. Its
middle part draws whimsical linear and black and white game, which occurs due to the Lancet arches and
differently shaped bricks. The main motive of the composition are differently shaped rectangles, connecting
them wedge-shaped arch and a semicircular built-in. The facade is crowned with pinnacles. The main motive
of the lateral facades â€” Lancet Windows and buttresses â€” an echo of the vertical elements of the main
facade. Anne is a masterpiece of Gothic architecture in the Baltic States. At the same time with the nave in
Lithuania were constructed three-aisled hall churches. The size of the main part and the ratio of the choir were
different. The example can be reconstructed in , Vilnius Cathedral. The interior is divided into three naves by
octagonal pillars filename. Two front towers corresponded to the lateral naves. Nicholas in Vilnius, too, was
divided by four pillars into three naves, and the wooden ceiling replaced by vaulting with mesh ribbed pattern.
Eight slender, softly contoured pillars divide the interior space of the Church into three naves, directing the
eyes to the arches, emphasising the vertical rhythm of the interior. In the side naves have preserved the ribbed
patterns and cellular arches. The interior impresses with its height 19 meters , the arch separates the Central
nave from the choir, the Gothic octagonal columns supporting the arches. The interior is decorated with
Gothic openwork iron doors, pulpit with sculptures, Baroque altars, here are the memorial monuments of the
early seventeenth century the tomb of Prince S. Compared to the octagonal tower of the Vytautas Church in
Kaunas and other towers a lot easier. Decorative expressiveness arises here due to the natural properties of
shaped bricks. After the establishment of the Grand Duke Algirdas separate Orthodox metropolis in Vilnius
was erected several churches. The oldest is the Church of the Theotokos from â€” Cathedral was built in for
the colony of Orthodox locals and visiting Russian merchants. The outlines of the Foundation and later
descriptions can be seen that in plan it was nearly square and had a dome the influence of old Russian
architecture. After it received a high gable roof. Nicholas built about Their shape was close to the Gothic
churches. But a triple semicircular apse showed the influence of ancient architecture. Grand Duke Stephen
Bathory was banned in Vilnius and in other Lithuanian cities and towns to build new or repair old Orthodox
churches. Old Russian Byzantine Church, therefore, fell into disrepair, and new ones built in most in the
nineteenth century, architectural are invaluable. Castles and religious buildings have played a major role in
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shaping the architectural appearance of the Lithuanian cities. Their silhouettes, they stood out among the civil
buildings of the city and United them. Other buildings of Lithuania public character have similarities with the
houses. The facade of the two-storey building has a distinct Gothic design. It is crowned by an openwork
pediment, beautiful civil architecture in Lithuania, and perhaps of the Baltic States. The compositional basis of
the decorations of the building â€” the motif of the arch of wedge-shaped bricks like on the facade of St. From
the mid-fifteenth century in Vilnius and Kaunas on the main streets and on the square stone houses are
beginning to displace wood. Stone houses were single storey, double storey and sometimes three-storey, with
gable roofs and high Dormer Windows. Sometimes they were decorated with pediments, shallow niches, floor
friezes and shaped cornices. Windows and entrances were arched. Commercial offices and other offices inside
had mesh or star-shaped ribbed vaults. Posted in ancient , art , build , building , century , era , king , main ,
man , old , place , rest , stone , time Mysteries of the South Ural "Stonehenge" Mysterious stone structures
scattered across the Chelyabinsk region. They are hidden in forests and swamps, erected on mountain tops All
of them are cult objects. Perhaps ancient burial places. Today we finally can see what is there inside â€”
thanks to the stunning imagesâ€¦
7: International Basketball Federation (FIBA) - www.enganchecubano.comball
Coronation banner of the Grand Duchy of #Lithuania used during the coronation of Augustus III in Krakow in Exhibition
of the # Dresden State Art Collections in the Palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania.

8: History of Grand Duchy of Lithuania In the XVI-XVIII C. Research Papers - www.enganchecubano.com
A b s t r a c t The apogee of magnate expeditions of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania is defi ned to be XVII-XVIII centuries.
Peregrinants has drawn big interest to the nature, both wild and tamed by the humankind, they have come across during
their journeys.

9: Vilkmerges Alus - Lithuania - Beers and Ratings | Untappd
Deportations from Lithuania. 1. Reminiscences by Ludwik Seidenmann. Translator's note: These two accounts by Poles
arrested by the NKVD during the deportations were recorded by representatives of the London-based Polish
government-in-exile.
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